Leading-edge customs clearance technology

SmartBorder Reconciliation
Your customers expect a complete suite of services from you.
You need tools tailored made to your customers needs. That’s
where we come in.
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SmartBorder Reconciliation gives you the tools to file
reconciliation entries simply and efficiently.
Our Technology Solution
SmartBorder’s SaaS-based reconciliation application allows you to take
reconciliation entry filing from a complex, time intensive process to a
simple, intuitive process. We built the application based on the input of
Customs Brokers who file reconciliation everyday. We added tools and
features that make reconciliation entry filing more profitable for any filer.
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How You’ll Benefit


Reduce time spent. Your entry writers will no longer need to make the
complex reconciliation calculations themselves. Plus, no reports to
create manually. Simply click and edit to apply the changes and
SmartBorder does the rest of the work.



Win more clients. Even if the customer did not file the original entries
with you, they can provide you the data in a Microsoft Excel sheet that
can be easily uploaded for you to file the Reconciliation entry.



Add a revenue stream. Many brokers are afraid to take on
Reconciliation filing and therefore their customers outsource
reconciliation to another broker. Don’t miss out on this profitable
service.
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Key Features
Our Reconciliation application has an intuitive, logical interface that
makes filing your reconciliation entry simple, fast, and easy. Our solutions
are user-friendly and offer a number of specialized features, including:


File entry-by-entry or aggregate reconciliation



File reconciliation for underlying entries filed by other brokers

Support



Upload entry data (including any adjustments) from Microsoft Excel



Automatically pull through data from underlying SmartBorder entries

Customization



Calculates money due or owed, including applicable interest



Easy search shows only entries that may are applicable for
reconciliation



Auto creates necessary reports for CBP in Microsoft Excel



Batch change multiple lines and/or entries



Review reports before transmitting to CBP
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About SmartBorder
SmartBorder is a powerful, SaaS (“Software-as-a-Service,” also known as
ASP) application that does one thing and does it better than any other
solution on the market - it facilitates time-saving, Customs-compliant
importation of goods into Canada and the United States.
SmartBorder not only meets the filing requirements, but also provides
additional benefits to your cross-border shipping process. The
SmartBorder suite of products fit your business needs, including full or
partial EDI integration into your freight or ERP systems.
Contact us today to find out more about SmartBorder technology solutions
or set up an online demo.
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